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Abstract

Arguments are advanced to point out that simplification analogous

to that in the computational test for positive definiteness of multi

dimensional Hermitian matrices is not possible when the Hermitian matrix

is to be tested for non-negative definiteness.
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1. Introduction

With the increasing research activities in the areas of multidimensional

filtering and multivariable realizability theory, it is often necessary

to implement tests for positivity [1], [2] and non-negativity [3] of

multidimensional Hermitian matrices. Such tests are usually of great

computational complexity and the simplifications, whenever possible are of

great value. A useful result, quoted below as a lemma, was,

to the author's best knowledge, first proposed in [4], and recently used

in [5].

Lemma 1 Let H(jo)) be a Hermitian matrix, with elements which are

polynomials (or rational functions) in w having complex coefficients.

Then H(joj) > 0, - °° f u _< », if and only if

(i) H(0) > 0, and (ii) det H(ja>) > 0, Va> (1)

In some engineering problems, nonnegativity (not positivity) of

multivairable Hermitian matrices, with elements which are polynomials

of not one but several variables and having complex coefficients, has

to be checked. For example [3], a matrix, Z(p_,p_,...,p ), with elements

which are rational functions of the complex variables, p,,p«,...,p is

positive real if

(i) Z(p1,p2,...,pn) is real for real p1>p2>...,p ,

(ii) Z(p1,p«,...,p ) is holomorphic in Re p. > 0, Re p. > 0, ...,

Re p > 0 ('Re' denotes 'real part of)

and

(iii) Z (p-jjP^,... ,p ) + Z (p-,p ,...,p ) is non-negative definite in
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Re p- > 0, Re p2 > 0, ..., Re p > 0,

where the superscript 'tilda' and 'star' represent 'transpose' and

'complex conjugate,' respectively. (i) is simple to test for, (ii) can

be tested using procedure similar to that discussed for the n = 2 case

in [6], (where test for non-negative definiteness of Hermitian matrices

with polynomial elements are required) and in the test for (iii) also

one questions whether simplification analogous to that in lemma 1 and

lemma 2 (given below) can be implemented in testing a Hermitian multi

dimensional matrix for non-negativity. Scopes for application of such

results also exist in optimality problems [7].

2. Main Results

First, the positivity result summarized in lemma 1 is written below

for a multivariable Hermitian matrix.

Lemma 2 Let H(juj^ju)2,... ,jui) be a m x m Hermitian matrix, with elements

which are multivariable polynomials in co., 1 _< i _< n, and having complex

coefficients. Then, H(ju),,jw«,...,jw ) > 0, - » < u. < c» , and 1 <. i <. n,

if and only if,

(i) H(0,0,...,0) > 0, and (ii) det H(jto, jo)?,...,jto ) > 0, Vio.,
n X (2)

1 < i < n

The proof of lemma 2 is simple and is similar to that advanced in

[4], [5], after observing that the eigenvalues, X., (j = l,2,...,m) of

H(jo) jiu2,... ,jio ) which are algebraic functions of u , 1 _< i <_ n, are

real and continuous. Realness follows from the Hermitian nature of H

and continuity properties can be proved using arguments in [8].
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For H(j<i>1,ju)2,...,ja)n) to be > 0, -» <_ w. <_ °°, l<i<n additional

conditions including those given in (3a) and (3b) are required

H(0,0,...,0) > 0 (3a)

det H(jo)1, ja)2,..., juin) _> 0, ¥o)±, l<l<n (3b)

This follows from the fact that (3a) and (3b) could be satisfied, and yet

there might be an even number of eigenvalues of H(ja3,, jo)9,... ,jtu ) that

might be negative for at least some values of the variables. For example,

0
r 2

the matrix, h(ja>1) = satisfies (3a) and (3b)

-to
1J

t

but is not non-negative definite. Therefore, H(jto,, jco0,...,jto ) is a non-
12 n

negative definite Hermitian matrix if and only if it satisfies not only

conditions (3a), (3b) but also (3c), given below.

H(ja)-, jto ,...,jto ) does not have an even number of

eigenvalues which are negative for at least some real

values of io_ ,to0,... ,to .
12 n

(3c)

However, tests for conditions (3a),(3b) and (3c) are seen to be no simpler

than that necessitated by the definition for non-negative definiteness

given below.

Definition A Hermitian matrix H(j(o-., jio?,...,jto ) is non-negative definite

V(o., 1 _< i <_ n, if and only if all its eigenvalues are non-negative,

Vw..
i

t
This example was supplied to the author by Professor B. D. 0. Anderson.
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In this context, it is pointed out that for non-negativity tests for

multi-dimensional Hermitian matrices, it is necessary and sufficient to

determine non-negativity of all principal minors and not only the leading

principal minors as appears to be in [6].

Conclusions

It is pointed out that computational simplification analogous to

that in the test for positive definiteness of multidimensional Hermitian

matrices is not possible when a Hermitian matrix is to be tested for non-

negative definiteness as is required in various applied problems arising

in multivariable network theory [3], optimality [7], etc.
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